
Never miss a detail
Sophisticated algorithms examine the 
structure and content of your documents 
so that every difference is identified and 
processed, with no room for human error.

Taking the guesswork out 
of content comparison
DITACompare is the accurate, 
flexible and most dependable 
comparison tool for identifying 
all changes in your DITA content. 
It integrates perfectly into your 
document lifecycle, consistently 
identifying all the differences be-
tween your document versions, no 
matter how complex.

When you  
cannot afford  
to overlook a  
single change

When you have  
no time to spare 

 for unpicking  
errors

When the  
scale of your 
work demands 
a reliable way 
of doing things

To learn more and try DITACompare for yourself, visit:

WWW.DELTAXML.COM/CIDM/DC

Optimise your productivity
Accurate, configurable comparisons bring 
together the differences that really matter 
so you can focus on your work, without 
sifting through line by line comparisons.

Integrate and automate
Every aspect of DITACompare and its 
output is optimised for integration with 
content management systems, DITA    
editors, and automated processes.

http://www.deltaxml.com/CIDM/DC
http://www.deltaxml.com/CIDM/DC
http://www.deltaxml.com


How it works
DITACompare is based on tried and tested 
algorithms which understand DITA and 
its underlying XML structure. This allows 
it to perform accurate comparisons of 
your documents, identifying every single 
difference and applying your preferences to 
show you the changes that matter most.

Designed for DITA documents
DITACompare brings order to document 
comparison. It can be configured to 
compare at the map or topic level and 
produce output that integrates into your 
existing DITA workflow. Enhanced table 
processing ensures that even complex table 
changes are presented clearly and logically 
and - most importantly - are expressed as 
valid table structures.
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How does DITACompare process your content?

DITACompare

Version A

Version B

PDF HTML Other

Comparison file

Optimised for integration
DITACompare can be fully embedded into 
your content lifecycle. Its integration into 
Adobe FrameMaker and oXygen provide 
easy access for authors and editors, while 
Java and .NET APIs offer tight integration 
with content management systems. This 
gives you the flexibility to use DITACompare 
wherever comparisons are needed, 
improving your management of content 
change.

Easy to use output
The output from DITACompare is well-
formed DITA, making it simple to publish 
changes to formats such as HTML and PDF. 
It can also generate tracked-change markup 
for a range of DITA editors allowing you to 
make use of familiar interfaces for viewing 
and reviewing changes.
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